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Abstract A new homogenization theory to model the mechanical response of hyperelastic solids reinforced by a
random distribution of aligned cylindrical fibers is proposed. The central idea is to devise a special class of micro-
structures—by means of an iterated homogenization procedure in finite elasticity together with an exact dilute result
for sequential laminates—that allows to compute exactly the macroscopic response of the resulting fiber-reinforced
materials. The proposed framework incorporates direct microstructural information up to the two-point correlation
functions, and requires the solution to a Hamilton–Jacobi equation with the fiber concentration and the macroscopic
deformation gradient playing the role of “time” and “spatial” variables, respectively. In addition to providing consti-
tutive models for the macroscopic response of fiber-reinforced materials, the proposed theory also gives information
about the local fields in the matrix and fibers, which can be used to study the evolution of microstructure and the
development of instabilities. As a first application of the theory, closed-form results for the case of Neo-Hookean
solids reinforced by a transversely isotropic distribution of anisotropic fibers are worked out. These include a novel
explicit criterion for the onset of instabilities under general finite-strain loading conditions.

Keywords Finite strain · Hamilton–Jacobi equation · Homogenization · Instabilities · Microstructures

1 Introduction

Soft solids that are reinforced by stiff cylindrical fibers constitute an important class of technological and biological
material systems. The classical example is that of tires. Other prominent examples of more recent interest include
nano-structured thermoplastic elastomers [1,2] and biological tissues such as arterial walls [3] and ligaments [4].
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Experimental evidence suggests that the macroscopic mechanical response of many among such classes of material
systems is, to a first approximation, nonlinearly elastic. Making use of this simplifying assumption, there is a volu-
minous literature on phenomenological constitutive models for fiber-reinforced hyperelastic solids (see, e.g., [5–9])
that are based on the theory of transversely isotropic invariants (see, e.g., [10]). Using a different approach in which
the local properties of the constituents (i.e., the matrix and the fibers) and the microstructure (i.e., the size, shape,
and orientation of the fibers) are directly accounted for, there are also a number of recent homogenization-based
constitutive models [11–14].

In this work, we propose a new homogenization strategy to derive constitutive models for fiber-reinforced hyper-
elastic solids. The key idea is to construct fiber-reinforced random microstructures that permit the exact computation
of the macroscopic properties of the resulting material systems. More specifically, our approach, which closely fol-
lows that of Idiart [15] in the context of small-strain nonlinear elasticity, is comprised of two main steps. First, we
derive an iterated dilute homogenization procedure in finite elasticity that provides, in the form of an initial-value
problem, an exact result for the macroscopic stored-energy function of large classes of fiber-reinforced solids directly
in terms of an auxiliary dilute problem. The second step deals with the formulation of the auxiliary dilute problem.
It consists in devising a class of sequential laminates whose matrix phase is present in dilute concentrations, and
whose macroscopic response can be computed explicitly. Sequential laminates of this sort were first considered in
finite elasticity by deBotton [16].

In addition to generating constitutive models for the macroscopic response of fiber-reinforced hyperelastic sol-
ids, the formulation proposed in this work also grants access to the local fields in these material systems, which
in turn permit a thorough study of the evolution of microstructure and the onset of instabilities. This feature is
of the essence in the context of finitely deformable heterogeneous materials (see, e.g., [17, Sect. 2.5]). Indeed,
since microstructural changes can result in dominant geometric softening/stiffening mechanisms, knowledge of the
evolution of microstructure in fiber-reinforced hyperelastic solids (for instance, the rotation of the fibers) is critical
to have complete insight into the macroscopic response of this class of materials. Moreover, given that instabilities
are often the precursors of failure, knowledge of the onset of instabilities in fiber-reinforced hyperelastic solids,
such as long and short wavelength instabilities, fiber failure, fiber debonding, and matrix cavitation, is crucial to
understand the limits of applicability of the proposed macroscopic constitutive models.

The structure of the paper is organized as follows. First, in Sect. 2 we introduce some basic notation and set up the
problem of the homogenization of two-phase fiber-reinforced hyperelastic solids. In Sect. 3, we derive the proposed
homogenization constitutive theory. In particular, Sect. 3.1 is concerned with the iterated dilute homogenization
procedure in finite elasticity, Sect. 3.2 deals with the auxiliary dilute problem of sequential laminates, and, finally,
Sect. 3.3 presents the main result of this paper: the constitutive model for fiber-reinforced hyperelastic solids given
by expression (33). Section 3.3 also includes the specialization of the proposed theory to incompressible constitu-
ents and transversely isotropic materials, cases of particular interest for application purposes. A general framework
to study the evolution of microstructure from the local fields provided by the theory is put forward in Sect. 4. In
Sect. 5, we discuss the onset of instabilities and derive a new explicit result for the onset of loss of strong ellipticity
of a broad class of transversely isotropic stored-energy functions. Section 6 presents an application of the proposed
general theory to the case of Neo-Hookean solids reinforced by a random and transversely isotropic distribution
of anisotropic fibers. This includes closed-form results for the macroscopic stored-energy function and a novel
failure criterion for general finite-strain loading conditions. We conclude the paper by recording some theoretical
and practical remarks in Sect. 7.

2 Preliminaries on fiber-reinforced solids and homogenization

Fiber-reinforced materials are taken here to be made up of a continuous matrix phase containing aligned cylindrical
fibers randomly distributed on the transverse plane and perfectly bonded to the matrix. We denote by �0 the volume
occupied by a representative specimen in the undeformed (reference) configuration, by ∂�0 the associated external
boundary, and by the unit vector N the orientation of the fibers in the undeformed configuration. The interest is on
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Fiber-reinforced hyperelastic materials 59

materials where the characteristic size of the cross-section of the fibers is much smaller than the size of the specimen
and the scale of variation of the applied loads. It is further assumed that the random microstructure is statistically
uniform and ergodic.

Both the matrix (r = 1) and the fibers (r = 2) are taken to be hyperelastic solids, characterized by non-convex,
objective stored-energy functions W (r) of the deformation gradient F. No further requirements on the functions
W (r) are imposed at this point, except for the usual assumption that

W (r)(F) = 1

2
ε · L(r)

0 ε + O
(
||F − I||3

)
, (1)

in the limit as F → I for consistency with the classical theory of linear elasticity. In the above expression, ε =
(F + FT − 2I)/2 is the infinitesimal strain tensor, and L(r)

0 are positive definite fourth-order modulus tensors.
At each material point X in the undeformed configuration, the first Piola–Kirchoff stress S is thus related to the
deformation gradient F by

S = ∂W

∂F
(X, F), W (X, F) =

2∑
r=1

χ
(r)
0 (X) W (r)(F), (2)

where the χ
(r)
0 are characteristic functions that take the value 1 if the position vector X is in phase r , and 0 otherwise,

and serve to describe the microstructure in the undeformed configuration �0.
In view of the microstructural randomness and cylindrical symmetry, the functions χ

(r)
0 in (2) depend on the

coordinate X only through its in-plane projection X̂, and are random variables that must be characterized in terms
of ensemble averages [18]. Thus, the ensemble average of χ

(r)
0 (X) represents the one-point probability p(r)

0 (X) of

finding phase r at X; the ensemble average of the product χ
(r)
0 (X)χ

(s)
0 (X′) represents the two-point probabilities

p(rs)
0 (X, X′) of finding simultaneously phase r at X and phase s at X′. Higher-order probabilities are defined simi-

larly. Due to the assumed statistical uniformity and ergodicity, the one-point probability p(r)
0 (X) can be identified

with the initial volume fractions (or concentrations) c(r)
0 of each phase r , while the two-point probabilities satisfy

the relations

p(11)
0 − c(1)2

0 = p(22)
0 − c(2)2

0 = −
(

p(12)
0 − c(1)

0 c(2)
0

)
= c(1)

0 c(2)
0 h, (3)

for some even function h with h(0) = 1 that depends on (X̂− X̂′) only, and contain information about the shape and
distribution of the fibers. If, in addition, the random distribution of fibers over the cross-section has no long-range
order, h tends to zero—usually with exponential decay—as |X̂−X̂′| → ∞. As discussed in full detail in Sect. 3, the
constitutive theory to be developed here incorporates information up to two-point statistics. We note, however, that
the general procedure to be employed could be utilized, in principle, to develop theories that incorporate statistics
of higher order.

Following Hill [19], we define the macroscopic behavior of the fiber-reinforced material as the relation between
the average stress and the average deformation gradient over the entire specimen in the undeformed configuration.
Formally, it can be characterized by

S = ∂W

∂F
(F), (4)

where

W (F) = min
F∈K(F)

1

�0

∫

�0

W (X, F)dX, (5)

is the effective stored-energy function. In the above expressions, the overbar denotes averages over �0, and K is the
set of admissible deformation gradients:

K(F) = {
F|∃x(X) with F = ∂x/∂X and det F > 0 in �0, x = FX on ∂�0

}
. (6)
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Physically, the function W represents the average elastic energy stored in the specimen when subjected to an affine
deformation on its boundary with average F. Moreover, from the definition (5) and the objectivity of the local
functions W (r), it can be shown that W is an objective function of F. It is also noted that, by definition, W is
quasi-convex, and therefore rank-one convex, but not strictly so, as discussed in more detail further below.

Because of the non-convexity of W in F, the solution to the Euler–Lagrange equations associated with the varia-
tional problem (5) need not be unique. However, given the asymptotic quadratic behavior (1) of the local energies,
the minimization (5) is expected1 to yield a well-posed linearly elastic problem with a unique solution within a
sufficiently small neighborhood of F = I. As the deformation progresses beyond the linearly elastic neighborhood
into the finite-deformation regime, the fiber-reinforced material may reach a point at which this “principal” solution
bifurcates into different energy solutions. This point corresponds to the onset of an instability, beyond which the
applicability of the “principal” solution becomes questionable. In this regard, it is useful to make the distinction
between “macroscopic” instabilities, that is, geometric instabilities with wavelengths much larger than the charac-
teristic size of the microstructure, and “local” instabilities, which include geometric instabilities with wavelengths
that are comparable to the characteristic size of the microstructure, as well as material instabilities, such as loss of
strong ellipticity and cavitation, of the local constituents. The computation of local instabilities requires knowledge
of the entire deformation field x(X) that minimizes (5), and it is therefore a practically impossible task for random
material systems. On the other hand, the computation of macroscopic instabilities is a much simpler endeavor, since
it reduces to the detection of loss of strong ellipticity of the effective stored-energy function evaluated at the above-
described “principal” solution [20]. In addition to providing feasible means to compute the onset of macroscopic
instabilities, a further utility of the effective stored-energy function evaluated at the “principal” solution is that its
loss of strong ellipticity provides an upper bound for the deformation levels at which any other instability (i.e., a
local instability) may develop.2

In deriving tractable constitutive relations for heterogeneous hyperelastic solids, in view of the above remarks, it
is thus common practice to neglect most (especially geometric) local instabilities and concentrate on macroscopic
instabilities. Further justification for this practice has been provided by recent full-field simulations of particulate
hyperelastic composites, which show that many local instabilities associated with periodic systems tend to disappear
as the periodicity of the microstructure is broken down [21–23], thus suggesting that macroscopic instabilities may
be the more relevant ones for random systems. Neglecting local instabilities amounts to considering an alternative
definition of effective stored-energy function, formally given by

W
∗
(F) = min

F∈K∗(F)

1

�0

∫

�0

W (X, F)dX, (7)

where the minimization is now over a suitably restricted set K∗ of deformation gradient tensors that includes the
above-described “principal” solution but excludes complicated bifurcation solutions associated with local instabil-
ities. The precise choice of the set K∗ depends on the specific material system of interest. Prominent examples of
restricted sets are the set of uniform-per-layer fields commonly employed for layered solids (see, e.g., [16,24]), and
the set of radially symmetric fields employed for solids with composite sphere assemblage microstructures subject
to hydrostatic loading (see, e.g., [25]). For the fiber-reinforced materials of interest in this work, the appropriate set
K∗ will be dictated by the construction process described in Sect. 3.2 and 3.3 below. From its definition, it is plain
that W

∗ = W from F = I all the way up to the onset of a first instability, after which W
∗ ≥ W . For notational

simplicity, we will drop the use of the symbol ∗ in W
∗

henceforth, with the understanding that W will denote the
effective stored-energy function defined in (7).

1 In the limiting case of rigid fibers, the range of validity of the linearly elastic solution may vanish for some deformation modes.
2 This is a rigorous result (see Sect. 5) provided that the local energy W (X, F(X)) be strictly rank-one convex at all material points X
in the specimen and satisfy some additional technical requirements [20].
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3 Iterated dilute homogenization of fiber-reinforced solids in finite elasticity

The main objective of this work is to derive a constitutive theory for fiber-reinforced hyperelastic solids by con-
structing exact solutions of (7) that depend on the prescribed one- and two-point microstructural statistics. To this
end, we employ a strategy that comprises two main steps. The first step, described in Sect. 3.1, consists of an iter-
ated homogenization procedure (or differential scheme) in finite elasticity that provides an exact solution for W in
terms of an auxiliary dilute problem. The second step, described in Sect. 3.2, is concerned with the auxiliary dilute
problem, which consists in the construction of a class of fibrous microgeometries whose matrix phase is present
in dilute concentrations in such a way that their effective stored-energy function can be determined exactly and
explicitly up to a set of nonlinear algebraic equations. The combination of these two steps, as carried out in Sect. 3.3,
generates an exact stored-energy function W , given by (33), for a fairly general class of fibrous microgeometries.

3.1 A differential scheme

Differential schemes are iterative processes that make use of results for the effective properties of dilute composites
in order to generate corresponding results for composites with finite phase concentrations. This technique was
originally put forward during the 1930s in the context of electrostatics [26], and ever since has repeatedly proved
extremely helpful in deriving the macroscopic properties of linear composites with a wide range of random micro-
structures; see, e.g., [27, Chap 10.7] and references therein. By contrast, its use for nonlinear composites has not
been pursued to nearly the same extent, presumably because of the inherent technical difficulties. Nevertheless, the
central idea of this technique is geometrical in nature and can therefore be applied to any constitutively nonlinear
problem of choice; see, e.g., [15,28] for applications to small-strain nonlinear elasticity.

In the context of finite elasticity, Lopez-Pamies [29] has recently proposed a differential scheme. The starting
point is to consider a class of material systems made up of two constituent phases, characterized by stored-energy
functions W (1) and W (2), with geometrically similar microgeometries that are parameterized by the concentration of
one of the constituent phases. Let, for instance, that phase be r = 1 and denote by f [1] its concentration in this first
iteration; throughout this subsection, phase concentrations refer to the undeformed configuration, and a superscript
[k] is used to denote quantities associated with the kth iteration in the differential scheme. Now, within that class of
microgeometries, consider a sequence of members with decreasing f [1], and assume that the effective stored-energy

function W
[1]

associated with those microgeometries exhibits a regular asymptotic behavior as f [1] → 0. We can
thus write

W
[1]

(F) = W (2)(F) − H
[
W (1), W (2); F

]
f [1] + O( f [1]2

), (8)

where H is a functional3 with respect to its first two arguments, W (1) and W (2), and a function with respect to its
third argument F. The specific form of H depends, of course, on the class of microgeometries being considered.
Note, however, that the specific role of the “dilute” phase (e.g., matrix or inclusion phase) is at this stage immaterial.

Next, consider the same class of two-phase microgeometries, where the “dilute” phase is again phase 1, but the
“non-dilute” phase is characterized by the stored-energy function (8), rather than by W (2). Denote the concentration
of phase 1 in this second iteration by f [2], and, again, consider a sequence of microgeometries with decreasing
f [2]. The effective stored-energy function associated with those microgeometries is, to first order in f [2],

W
[2]

(F) = W
[1]

(F) − H
[
W (1), W

[1]; F
]

f [2], (9)

where H is the same functional as in (8). Note that the total volume fraction of phase 1 in this two-phase material is
now f [2] + f [1](1 − f [2]). Thus, an amount f [2](1 − f [1]) of phase 1 has been added to the material in this second
iteration.

3 That is, H is an operator (e.g., a differential operator) with respect to the stored-energy functions W (r), so that it can depend, for
instance, not just on W (r) but also on any derivative ∂n W (r)/∂Fn n ∈ N.
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It is apparent now that repeating the same above process k + 1 times, where k is an arbitrarily large integer,
generates a two-phase material with effective stored-energy function

W
[k+1]

(F) = W
[k]

(F) − H
[
W (1), W

[k]; F
]

f [k+1], (10)

which contains a total volume fraction of phase 1 given by

c[k+1] = 1 −
k+1∏
j=1

(1 − f [ j]). (11)

Furthermore, note that the increment in total concentration of the phase 1 in this iteration (i.e., in passing from k to
k + 1) reads as

c[k+1] − c[k] =
k∏

j=1

(1 − f [ j]) −
k+1∏
j=1

(1 − f [ j]) = f [k+1] (1 − c[k]), (12)

from which it is a trivial matter to establish the following identity

f [k+1] = c[k+1] − c[k]

1 − c[k] . (13)

Next, after substituting (13) in expression (10), we obtain

(
1 − c[k]) W

[k+1]
(F) − W

[k]
(F)

c[k+1] − c[k] + H
[
W (1), W

[k]; F
]

= 0. (14)

This difference equation can be finally recast, upon using the facts that the increment c[k+1] − c[k] is infinitesimally
small and that k is arbitrarily large, as the following initial-value problem

(1 − c(1)
0 )

∂W

∂c(1)
0

+ H
[
W (1), W ; F

]
= 0, W (F, 0) = W (2)(F), (15)

for the effective stored-energy function W (F, c(1)
0 ), where c(1)

0 denotes the total concentration of phase 1 in the final

microgeometry. Alternatively, the stored-energy function W can rewritten as a function of c(2)
0 = 1 − c(1)

0 . The

resulting equation for W (F, c(2)
0 ) is then given by

c(2)
0

∂W

∂c(2)
0

− H
[
W (1), W ; F

]
= 0, W (F, 1) = W (2)(F). (16)

In summary, starting from the effective stored-energy function of any dilute microgeometry of choice, as determined
by the functional H, the above differential scheme yields an exact formulation (in the form of an initial-value prob-
lem) for the effective stored-energy function W of a material with finite values of phase concentrations. For later
reference, it is noted that if the dilute microgeometry is of particulate type, the above scheme generates non-dilute
microgeometries that are also particulate. This follows from the fact that the same functional H and the same dilute
phase are used at each iteration step.

The usefulness of the exact formulation (16) then hinges upon being able to compute the functional H describing
the relevant dilute response of the composite of interest. In general, it is not possible to solve dilute problems in
finite elasticity by analytical means—this is in contrast to dilute problems in linear elasticity for which there is, for
instance, the explicit solution of Eshelby [30] and its generalizations. As detailed in the sequel, there is, however,
a class of particulate microstructures for which the dilute response functional H can be computed exactly4 and
explicitly: sequential laminates [15] (see also [16]).

4 Alternatively, an analytical solution for H may be also obtained approximately by means of linear comparison methods [31]; this latter
approach has already proved fruitful in the related context of dilute distributions of vacuous imperfections and cavitation instabilities
[32].
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Fig. 1 Sequential laminates in their undeformed configurations: a simple or rank 1 laminate with lamination direction ξ [1], b rank 2
laminate with lamination direction ξ [2](δ2 	 δ1)

3.2 The “dilute” microgeometries: sequential laminates

A sequential laminate is an iterative construction obtained by layering laminated materials (which in turn have been
obtained from lower-order lamination procedures) with other laminated materials, or directly with the homoge-
neous phases that make up the composite, in such a way as to produce hierarchical microgeometries of increasing
complexity; see, e.g., [27, Chap. 9]. The rank of the laminate refers to the number of layering operations required
to reach the final sequential laminate. Below, we follow a strategy similar to that put forward by Idiart [15] in the
context of small-strain nonlinear elasticity to compute the effective stored-energy function of a general class of
hyperelastic sequential laminates.

The starting point in constructing sequential laminates is to consider a simple, or rank-1, laminate with a given
layering direction ξ [1], and with phases 1 and 2 in proportions (1 − f [1]) and f [1], respectively, as shown in
Fig. 1a; throughout this subsection, layering directions and concentrations refer to the undeformed configuration,
and a superscript [i] is used to mark quantities associated with a rank-i laminate.5 The characteristic functions χ

(r)
0

describing this rank-1 laminated microgeometry depend on X only through the combination X · ξ [1]. It then follows
that the Euler–Lagrange equations associated with (5) admit solutions consisting of uniform-per-layer deformation
gradient fields. Thus, restricting the set of admissible fields to uniform-per-layer deformations, and denoting the
uniform deformation gradient in phase r by F(r), we observe that continuity of the displacement field and boundary
conditions require that

F(1) − F(2) = ω[1] ⊗ ξ [1], (17)

(1 − f [1]) F(1) + f [1] F(2) = F, (18)

for some arbitrary vector ω[1]. Solving for the fields F(r), we obtain

F(1) = F + f [1] ω[1] ⊗ ξ [1], (19)

F(2) = F − (1 − f [1]) ω[1] ⊗ ξ [1], (20)

so that the effective stored-energy function of the rank-1 laminate can be written as (see, e.g., [16])

W
[1]

(F) = min
ω[1]

{
(1 − f [1])W (1)

(
F(1)

)
+ f [1] W (2)

(
F(2)

)}
. (21)

The optimality condition with respect to ω[1] implies continuity of the traction vector across material interfaces in
the undeformed configuration. Given that the set of kinematically admissible fields has been restricted to uniform-
per-layer fields, we see that expression (21) corresponds to the unique exact effective stored-energy function up to
the onset of the first instability. Beyond that point along a deformation path, other solutions that are not uniform
per layer exist (see, e.g., [33,34]) that may correspond to lower overall energies, as already discussed in Sect. 2.

5 The use of similar notation to that of Sect. 3.1 should not lead to confusion.
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Sequential laminates are now constructed by an iterative process. Of all possible types of two-phase sequential
laminates, we restrict attention to laminates formed by layering at every step a laminate with one of the original
phases, say r = 1; as will be seen below, this phase will play the role of the matrix. A rank-2 laminate is thus
constructed by layering the above rank-1 laminate with phase r = 1, in proportions f [2] and 1 − f [2], respectively,
along a certain layering direction ξ [2], as shown schematically in Fig. 1b. The key assumption in this construction
process is that the length scale of the embedded laminate is taken to be much smaller than the length scale of the
embedding laminate, i.e., δ1 << δ2 in Fig. 1b, so that in the rank-2 laminate, the rank-1 laminate can be regarded

as a homogeneous phase. Consequently, the effective stored-energy function W
[2]

of the rank-2 laminate is given

by an expression analogous to (21), with W (2) replaced by W
[1]

. The total concentration of phase 2 in the rank-2
laminate is f [1] f [2].

A rank-M laminate is obtained by repeating this process M times, always laminating a rank-m laminate with
phase r = 1, in proportions f [m] and (1 − f [m]), respectively, along a layering direction ξ [m]. Making repeated
use of the formula (21) for simple laminates, and after some algebraic manipulations, we can easily show that the

effective stored-energy function W
[M]

of the rank-M laminate is given by [15]

W
[M]

(F) = min
ω[i]

i=1,...,M

⎧⎨
⎩c(2)

0 W (2)
(

F
(2)

)
+

M∑
i=1

(1 − f [i])
M∏

j=i+1

f [ j]W (1)
(

F[i])
⎫⎬
⎭ , (22)

where c(2)
0 = ∏M

i=1 f [i] is the total volume fraction of phase 2, and the deformation gradient tensors F[i] and F
(2)

are given by

F[i] = F + f [i] ω[i] ⊗ ξ [i] −
M∑

j=i+1

(1 − f [ j])ω[ j] ⊗ ξ [ j], i = 1, . . . , M, (23)

F
(2) = F −

M∑
i=1

(1 − f [i])ω[i] ⊗ ξ [i]. (24)

An equivalent formula for W was derived by deBotton [16] in recursive form.
Once again, note that each iteration step in the above construction process makes use of a set of kinematically

admissible fields that is restricted to uniform-per-layer deformation gradients. From their construction process, it
follows that these sequentially laminated microgeometries can be regarded as random and particulate, with phase 2
playing the role of the inclusion (discontinuous) phase, surrounded by a (continuous) matrix made up of phase 1; see
Fig. 1. A peculiar feature of these microgeometries, of particular importance in the following, is that the deforma-
tion gradient field within the fiber phase is uniform. This follows immediately from the fact that the stored-energy
function W (2) characterizing the fiber phase appears in expression (22) evaluated at a single value of deformation
given by (24). Within the matrix phase, by contrast, the deformation gradient field is non-uniform, taking on M
different values given by (23).

The symmetry of sequentially laminated microgeometries increases with increasing rank. In fact, extreme degrees
of symmetry such as transverse isotropy, which are of particular interest here, can only be achieved in the limit of
infinite rank. As noted by deBotton [16], taking the limit M → ∞ directly in expression (22) is not straightforward

due to the fact that W
[M]

depends on the order of the lamination sequence {( f [1], ξ [1]), . . . , ( f [M], ξ [M])}. When
the matrix phase is present in dilute concentrations, however, such a dependence disappears and the limit can be
easily evaluated as shown next.

Motivated by the work of deBotton [16], we consider “dilute” rank-M laminates characterized by volume frac-
tions of the form

f [i] = 1 − ν[i]c(1)
0 , with ν[i] ≥ 0,

M∑
i=1

ν[i] = 1, (25)
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where c(1)
0 is an infinitesimally small quantity. The constraint (25)3 is such that the total volume fraction of the

matrix phase in the undeformed configuration is precisely c(1)
0 , to first order. Because the interest here is to model

fiber-reinforced solids, we restrict attention to rank-M laminates exhibiting cylindrical symmetry. Thus, the M
layering directions ξ [i] are all taken to lie on a single plane whose normal is identified with the orientation of the
fibers N. Furthermore, we take ξ [i] �= ξ [ j] for all i �= j . A particular member in this class of microgeometries is
thus specified by a set of constants ν[i] and unit vectors ξ [i]. Assuming that the expansion of the optimal ω[i] for

small c(1)
0 is regular, and expanding terms inside the curly brackets in (22) about c(1)

0 = 0, we obtain the following

expression for the effective stored-energy function to first order in c(1)
0 :

W
[M]

(F) = min
ω[i]

i=1,...,M

{
(1 − c(1)

0 )W (2)(F) − c(1)
0

M∑
i=1

ν[i]
[
ω[i] · ∂W (2)

∂F
(F)ξ [i] − W (1)

(
F + ω[i] ⊗ ξ [i])

]}
. (26)

It can be seen that the contributions to W
[M]

from each lamination i are decoupled.6 It is now convenient to introduce
the generalized function

ν(ξ) =
M∑

i=1

ν[i] δ(ξ − ξ [i]) (27)

defined over the set of unit vectors ξ that are orthogonal to the fiber direction N; δ(ξ) denotes the Dirac delta
function. Expression (26) can then be rewritten as

W (F) = min
ω(ξ )

⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩

(1 − c(1)
0 )W (2)(F) − c(1)

0

∫

|ξ |=1

[
ω · ∂W (2)

∂F
(F)ξ − W (1)

(
F + ω ⊗ ξ

)
]

ν(ξ)dξ

⎫
⎪⎬
⎪⎭

, (28)

where the minimization operation is now over vector functions ω(ξ) defined over the set of unit vectors ξ , and
the superscript [M] has been dropped to ease notation. This expression is valid for laminates of finite as well as
infinite rank: in the first case, the function ν(ξ) is a sum of Dirac masses, while in the second case, it is a continuous
function of ξ . In view of the constraint (25)3, the function ν(ξ) always satisfies the constraint
∫

|ξ |=1

ν(ξ)dξ = 1, (29)

so that the operation

〈·〉 ≡
∫

|ξ |=1

(·)ν(ξ)dξ (30)

corresponds to a weighted orientational average on the transverse plane. The result (28) can thus be written as

W (F) = W (2)(F) −
[

W (2)(F) + max
ω(ξ )

〈
ω · ∂W (2)

∂F
(F)ξ − W (1)

(
F + ω ⊗ ξ

)
〉]

c(1)
0 . (31)

This expression constitutes an exact result for the effective stored-energy function of a class of infinite-rank laminates
with infinitesimal matrix concentrations.

It is emphasized that phase 2 plays the role of cylindrical fibers that are aligned with N and surrounded by a
continuous matrix made up of phase 1; see Fig. 1. The function ν(ξ) characterizes the in-plane distribution of fibers,

6 Bourdin and Kohn [35] have shown in the context of linear elasticity that, to first order in c(1)
0 , these sequential laminates can be

regarded as intersecting families of parallel walls, which act independently of each other so that the effective behavior is given by the
sum of their individual behavior, weighted by the relative concentrations ν[i].
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and will be related to the two-point microstructural statistics below. Finally, we note that the optimality condition
in (31) is given by[

∂W (2)

∂F
(F) − ∂W (1)

∂F

(
F + ω ⊗ ξ

)]
ξ = 0, (32)

which is a nonlinear algebraic equation for ω (at a given ξ ), and states continuity of the traction vector across
material interfaces in the undeformed configuration, as expected.

3.3 The iterated dilute homogenization model

We are now in a position to formulate a constitutive model for fiber-reinforced solids. Indeed, focusing first on expres-
sion (31), it is observed that the effective stored-energy function for the “dilute” microgeometries constructed in
Sect. 3.2 is of the regular form assumed in the differential scheme of Sect. 3.1 (namely, linear in c(1)

0 ), with the
functional H given by the square brackets in (31). Then, by making use of (31) in (16), it is a simple matter to deduce
that the effective stored-energy function W (F, c0) for the above-constructed class of fiber-reinforced hyperelastic
solids is solution of the following nonlinear first-order partial differential equation:

c0
∂W

∂c0
− H

(
F, W ,

∂W

∂F

)
= 0, W (F, 1) = W (2)(F), (33)

where c0 ≡ c(2)
0 denotes the concentration of fibers in the undeformed configuration, and

H
(
F, W , S

) = W + max
ω(ξ )

〈
ω · Sξ − W (1)

(
F + ω ⊗ ξ

)〉
. (34)

Here, it is important to emphasize that the exact result (33) is general enough to allow for any matrix and fiber
stored-energy functions (W (1) and W (2)) and completely general loading conditions (F). In addition, it allows for
fairly general in-plane fiber distributions, as characterized by the orientational average (30). A class of distributions
which is particularly important in applications and allows explicit evaluation of ν(ξ) in the orientational average
(30) is that of “elliptical” distributions, introduced by Willis [36]. This is a generalization of isotropic distributions,
and postulates that the two-point probabilities (3) exhibit elliptical symmetry. More precisely, it is postulated that

h(X) ≡ h(|AX̂|), (35)

where the second-order tensor A serves to characterize the “shape” and “orientation” of the assumed in-plane ellip-
tical distribution, such that A = I corresponds to statistical isotropy. The associated function ν(ξ) can be shown
[15] to be

ν(ξ) = 1

2π det A
|Aξ |−1, (36)

which is seen to depend on the “angular” variation of the two-point probability ĥ, but not on its “radial” variation.
It is also important to emphasize that, by construction, the homogenization result (33) is realizable, in the sense

that it is exact for a given class of microgeometries. Consequently, the effective stored-energy function W is guar-
anteed to be theoretically sound and to give physically sensible predictions. In particular, W is guaranteed to be
objective in F, to satisfy all pertinent bounds, to linearize properly, and to comply with any macroscopic constraints
imposed by microscopic constraints, such as the strongly nonlinear constraint of incompressibility det F = 1.

From a mathematical point of view, it is interesting to note that the nonlinear first-order partial differential
equation (33) corresponds to a Hamilton–Jacobi equation where the fiber concentration c0 and the macroscopic
deformation gradient F play the role of “time” and “space” variables, respectively, and the function H plays the
role of a Hamiltonian; see, e.g., [37, Chap. 14]. In this regard, note that the matrix behavior, fiber orientation N, and
in-plane fiber distribution function ν(ξ) are contained in the Hamiltonian (34), while the fiber behavior dictates the
“initial” condition.
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In view of its generality and realizability, we propose the effective stored-energy function W defined by (33) as
a constitutive model for the macroscopic response of fiber-reinforced hyperelastic solids. The inputs for this model
are the properties of the matrix and fibers, as characterized by their stored-energy functions W (1) and W (2), and
the one- and two-point statistics of the microstructure, as characterized by the volume fraction of fibers c0 and the
orientational average 〈·〉, which contain information about the size, shape, and orientation of the fibers.

3.3.1 Infinitesimal deformations

In the limit of small deformations as F → I, Eq. 33 can be solved explicitly. Indeed, the solution for W in this case
must be of the asymptotic form

W (F, c0) = 1

2
ε · L̃0ε + O

(
||F − I||3

)
, (37)

where ε = (F + F
T − 2I)/2 is the macroscopic infinitesimal strain tensor, and L̃0 is an effective fourth-order

modulus tensor that depends on the microstructure and on the local moduli L(r)
0 , but not on ε. An equation for L̃0

follows from expanding the Hamilton–Jacobi equation (33) about F = I. The relevant Hamiltonian (34) is derived
in Appendix A, [see expression (100)], and the resulting equation for L̃0 can be shown to reduce simply to

c0
∂L̃0

∂c0
− �L̃0 − �L̃0P�L̃0 = 0, L̃0

∣∣
c0=1 = L(2)

0 , (38)

where �L̃0 ≡ L̃0 − L(1)
0 . The solution to this equation is given by

L̃0 = L(1)
0 + c0

[
(1 − c0)P + (L(2)

0 − L(1)
0 )−1

]−1
, (39)

where P is a microstructural tensor that depends on the function ν(ξ); see expression (101) in Appendix A.
For “elliptical” microstructures with ν(ξ) given by (36), expression (39) agrees exactly with the linear Willis

estimate [36], which is known to be reasonably accurate for fiber-reinforced materials with aligned cylindrical
fibers of elliptical cross-section, at least for small to moderate fiber concentrations [38]. Moreover, in the limit of
small concentration of fibers (c0 → 0), the result (39) recovers the exact solution of Eshelby [30] for the problem
of a fiber of elliptical cross-section embedded in an infinite matrix. These connections indicate that the nonlinear
estimate (33) should indeed be appropriate to model fiber-reinforced solids with particulate microstructures. It is
also worth remarking that if the constituent phases are well-ordered, i.e., (L(2)

0 −L(1)
0 ) is a positive-definite tensor,

the estimate (39) attains the Hashin–Shtrikman lower bound for the effective moduli of fiber-reinforced materials.
Finally, it is interesting to remark that McLaughlin [39] arrived at the same Eq. 38 by making use a differential
scheme and the exact solution for a dilute distribution of fibers, as opposed to a dilute distribution of matrix, in a
linearly elastic infinite medium.

3.3.2 Incompressible constituents

In the case of incompressible matrix constituents (i.e., W (1)(F) = +∞ if det F �= 1), the Hamiltonian H simplifies
considerably. Indeed, if the matrix phase is incompressible, the argument of W (1) in (34) must have determinant
equal to one. Now,

det
(
F + ω ⊗ ξ

) = det F det
(

I + F
−1

ω ⊗ ξ
)

= J
[
1 + (F

−1
ω · ξ)

]
, (40)

and therefore, the optimal vector ω must satisfy the constraint

F
−1

ω · ξ = 1 − J

J
, (41)

where J ≡ det F. Thus, the optimal vector ω must be of the form

ω = 1 − J

J
Fξ + ω⊥Fξ⊥ + ωN FN, (42)
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where ξ⊥ is a unit vector orthogonal to ξ and N, and the components ω⊥ and ωN are functions of ξ . The three-
dimensional optimization in the Hamiltonian (34) is thus reduced to a two-dimensional optimization with respect
to ω⊥ and ωN .

If the fibers are also incompressible (i.e., W (2)(F) = +∞ if det F �= 1), the fiber-reinforced solid as a whole is
macroscopically incompressible. Then, J = 1 and the vector ω reduces further to

ω = ω⊥Fξ⊥ + ωN FN. (43)

For the special case of plane-strain loading conditions, ωN = 0 and expression (43) reduces to an earlier result of
deBotton [16].

3.3.3 Transversely isotropic materials

When the in-plane fiber distribution is isotropic and the local stored-energy functions W (r) are transversely isotropic
functions of F with symmetry axis N, the macroscopic behavior of the fiber-reinforced material is also transversely
isotropic with symmetry axis N. For these material systems, the microstructural function ν(ξ) is given by (36) with
A = I, that is

ν(ξ) = 1

2π
, (44)

and the stored-energy functions are of the form

W (r)(F) = 
(r)(I1, I2, I3, I4, I5), (45)

where the Iα’s (α = 1, 2, . . . , 5) denote the five transversely isotropic invariants of the right Cauchy–Green defor-
mation tensor C = FT F about N:

I1 = trC, I2 = 1

2

[
(trC)2 − trC 2

]
, I3 = det C, I4 = N · CN, I5 = N · C 2N. (46)

Likewise, the effective stored-energy function W is of the form

W (F, c0) = 
(I 1, I 2, I 3, I 4, I 5, c0), (47)

where the I α’s (α = 1, 2, . . . , 5) denote the five transversely isotropic invariants of C = F
T

F. Thus, the Hamilton–
Jacobi equation (33) for 
 can be formally simplified (with a slight abuse of notation) to

c0
∂


∂c0
− H

(
I α,
,

∂


∂ I α

)
= 0 (48)

with initial condition 
(I 1, I 2, I 3, I 4, I 5, 1) = 
(2)(I 1, I 2, I 3, I 4, I 5). Note that the “space” dimension is thus
reduced from nine (i.e., the 9 components Fi j ) to five (i.e., the 5 invariants I α).

If, in addition, the constituent phases are incompressible, the fiber-reinforced solid is macroscopically incompress-

ible, and so I 3 = J
2 = 1. The “space” dimension in (48) thus reduces further, to four. In this context, it is relevant to

record that the resulting Hamilton–Jacobi equation admits a closed-form solution for the special case of aligned axi-

symmetric loading so that I 1 = I 4 +2/
√

I 4, I 2 = 2
√

I 4 +1/I 4, and I 5 = I
2
4 . Indeed, it is straightforward to show

(see Appendix B) that the Hamilton–Jacobi equation (48) in this case reduces (with a slight abuse of notation) to

c0
∂


∂c0
− 
 + 
(1)(I 1, I 2, I 4, I 5) = 0, 
|c0=1 = 
(2)(I 1, I 2, I 4, I 5). (49)

The solution to this equation is simply given by


(I 1, I 2, I 4, I 5, c0) = (1 − c0)

(1)(I 1, I 2, I 4, I 5) + c0


(2)(I 1, I 2, I 4, I 5), (50)

which is seen to be nothing more than the arithmetic average of the local stored-energy functions, commonly referred
to as the Voigt upper bound [40]. As discussed by He et al. [41], the Voigt upper bound (50), which depends on
the microstructure only via the volume fraction of fibers c0, happens to be an exact solution for the macroscopic
response of incompressible transversely isotropic fiber-reinforced solids under aligned axisymmetric loading. The
proposed realizable stored-energy function (48) recovers this exact result, as expected.
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3.3.4 Local fields

In addition to the effective stored-energy function W , a full characterization of the macroscopic response of fiber-
reinforced hyperelastic solids may require information on the local fields within the matrix and the fiber phases. For
instance, average information on the deformation and stress fields can be used to infer the evolution of the micro-
structure resulting from the finite changes in geometry, and to detect the onset of some local material instabilities as
well as damage, e.g., matrix cavitation or the debonding between matrix and fibers, during the deformation process.

In the context of the present formulation, it can be shown that the local fields within the fiber phase are uniform,
that is, all fibers undergo the same spatially constant deformation and withstand the same spatially constant stress

[42]. An equation for the single value of deformation gradient F
(2)

in the fiber phase can be obtained following
a procedure proposed by Idiart and Ponte Castañeda [43] in the context of small-strain elasticity nonlinear. This
procedure exploits the identity

F
(2) = I + 1

c0

∂W τ

∂τ (2)

∣∣∣∣∣
τ (2)=0

, (51)

where W τ is the effective stored-energy function of a fiber-reinforced solid with perturbed stored-energy function
for the fibers of the form

W (2)
τ (F) = W (2)(F) + τ (2) · (F − I). (52)

The second-order tensor τ (2) in this expression is a perturbation (material) parameter, such that for τ (2) = 0 the
perturbed energy W (2)

τ reduces to W (2).
Within the constitutive theory proposed here, the function W τ is solution to the Hamilton–Jacobi equation (33)

with initial condition given by (52):

c0
∂W τ

∂c0
− H

(
F, W τ ,

∂W τ

∂F

)
= 0, W τ (F, 1) = W (2)

τ (F), (53)

Differentiating this equation throughout with respect to τ (2) we obtain

c0
∂

∂c0

(
∂W τ

∂τ
(2)
i j

)
− ∂W τ

∂τ
(2)
i j

−
〈
ωk

∂

∂ Fkl

(
∂W τ

∂τ
(2)
i j

)
ξl

〉
= 0, (54)

where use has been made of the fact that the Hamiltonian is stationary with respect to ω. Making use of the identity

(51) in this expression yields the following equation for the tensor function F
(2)

(F, c0):

c0
∂ F

(2)

i j

∂c0
− ∂ F

(2)

i j

∂ Fkl
〈ωkξl〉 = 0, F

(2)

i j (F, 1) = Fi j , (55)

where the vector ω solves the optimality condition in the unpertubed Hamiltonian (34) for W . This vector ω is a

function of F and c0, but not of F
(2)

. Thus, expression (55) constitutes a set of 9 independent linear Hamilton–

Jacobi equations for the 9 components of F
(2)

. It can be shown that even though the perturbed energy (52) is not

an objective function of F, the resulting F
(2)

is an objective function of F [42]. Once F
(2)

is determined from this
equation, the stress level in the fibers can be readily computed by making use of the fiber constitutive relation:

S
(2) = ∂W (2)

∂F
(F

(2)
). (56)

By contrast, the spatial distribution of the local fields in the matrix phase is non-uniform, and it is therefore
of interest to compute not only their average values, or first moments, but also higher-order average information
like the second moments. Such information can be similarly obtained by means of the above procedure based on
perturbed energies. However, while important in numerous applications, the analysis carried out in the sequel does
not make explicit use of this information. Consequently, the derivations of the relevant expressions are omitted here
for conciseness, and deferred to a forthcoming publication [42].
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4 Microstructure evolution

The above analysis makes use of a Lagrangian description of the kinematics. The evolution of the microstructure
resulting from the finite changes in geometry is thus already accounted for in the homogenized stored-energy func-
tion W . However, even if not necessary to determine the effective behavior, it is still of interest to have direct access
to variables characterizing the microstructure evolution, as they provide deeper insight into the observed macro-
scopic behavior. For material systems like the ones considered in this work, the microstructural variables of most
interest are the orientation of the fibers, the average in-plane distortion and rotation of the fibers, and the volume
fractions of the phases, all of them in the deformed configuration; for a thorough discussion on microstructural
variables, the reader is referred to the works of Lopez-Pamies [17] and Lopez-Pamies and Ponte Castañeda [31].
Within the proposed constitutive theory, these variables can all be deduced from the uniform deformation gradient

F
(2)

undergone by the fibers, making use of the following formulae.

4.1 Volume fractions of phases

The current volume fraction of each constituent phase in the deformed configuration is given by the expression

c(r) =
∫
�(r) dv∫
�

dv
=

∫
�

(r)
0

det FdV
∫
�0

det FdV
=

1
�

(r)
0

∫
�

(r)
0

det FdV

det F
c(r)

0 , (57)

where � and �(r) denote, respectively, the domains that the specimen and the constituent phase r occupy in the
deformed configuration, and the last identity follows from the fact that det F is a null-Lagrangian. Since the defor-
mation gradient in the fibers is uniform in the proposed constitutive theory, the volume fraction of fibers in the
deformed configuration c ≡ c(2) is consequently given by

c = det F
(2)

det F
c0, (58)

which can be readily obtained from knowledge of F
(2)

. If the fibers are incompressible or rigid, this expression
reduces to c = c0/ det F.

4.2 Fiber orientation

The orientation of the fibers in the deformed configuration is particularly important in the analysis of fiber-reinforced
solids, since the rotation of the fibers may serve as a dominant geometric softening/stiffening mechanism [24]. It is

given in terms of the initial fiber orientation by the direction of the vector n = F
(2)

N. An equation for n(F, c0) can
be readily obtained by multiplying (55) throughout by N j :

c0
∂ni

∂c0
− ∂ni

∂ Fkl
〈ωkξl〉 = 0, ni (F, 1) = Fi j N j . (59)

Interestingly, the solution to this equation is simply given by the initial condition7, namely,

n = F
(2)

N = FN, (60)

which is seen to be independent of the behavior of the constituent phases. That is, the orientation of the fibers in
the deformed configuration is therefore purely kinematic in nature.

7 Introducing (60) into the differential equation (59), we get

c0
∂(Fi j N j )

∂c0
− ∂(Fi j N j )

∂ Fkl
〈ωkξl 〉 = −δikδ jl N j 〈ωkξl 〉 = − 〈ωi ξl Nl 〉 = 0.

The last identity follows from the fact that the vectors N and ξ are orthogonal.
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4.3 In-plane fiber distortion and rotation

Since the deformation gradient in the fibers is uniform, the in-plane fiber distortion and rotation during a deformation
process can be conveniently characterized by considering the evolution of an ellipse described on the cross-section of
a fiber. In the reference configuration, this ellipse can be identified with the set of points E0 = {

X|X · (ZT
0 Z0)X ≤ 1

}
,

where the symmetric second-order tensor ZT
0 Z0 has two in-plane principal values 1/(z01)

2 and 1/(z02)
2, defining

an aspect ratio a0 = z02/z01, and a zero out-of-plane principal value. In the deformed configuration, this ellipse
evolves—up to a translation—into the set of points E = {

x|x · (ZT Z)x ≤ 1
}
, where

Z = Z0(F
(2)

)−1. (61)

The symmetric second-order tensor ZT Z has in-plane principal values 1/(z1)
2 and 1/(z2)

2, defining an aspect
ratio a = z2/z1 in the deformed configuration. In turn, the principal directions of ZT Z define an in-plane orientation
of the fibers in the deformed configuration. The evolution of the average shape and in-plane rotation of the fibers

can thus be characterized (through the tensor Z) from the knowledge of the deformation gradient tensor F
(2)

in
the fibers, together with the initial shape and in-plane orientation of the fibers in the reference configuration as
determined by the tensor Z0.

5 Onset of instabilities

As anticipated in previous sections, besides characterizing the macroscopic constitutive response, the theory pro-
posed in Sect. 3.3 also provides information about the onset of instabilities in fiber-reinforced hyperelastic solids.
The identification of what types of instabilities can be examined and how they can be computed is the subject of
this section.

Henceforth, we restrict attention to materials systems with matrix stored-energy functions W (1) that are strongly
elliptic (or strictly rank-one convex) for all applied deformations. By contrast, the stored-energy function W (2) that
characterizes the behavior of the fibers is taken to be strongly elliptic only for sufficiently small deformations. The
motivation behind these constitutive restrictions is based on experimental evidence. Indeed, the matrix phase in
a wide range of fiber-reinforced soft solids is isotropic and not prone to admit localized deformations, hence the
restriction of strong ellipticity for W (1). On the other hand, because of their fabrication (or growth) process, most
classes of fibers are anisotropic and therefore prone to lose strong ellipticity at sufficiently large deformations.

5.1 Local fiber instabilities

A type of instability that may occur in the material systems of interest here corresponds to the fibers losing strong
ellipticity; this is a local material (as opposed to geometrical) instability. By exploiting the fact that the proposed
constitutive formulation grants access not only to the macroscopic response but also to the underlying local fields
(see Sect. 3.3.4), it is possible to compute the macroscopic deformations F at which W (2) loses strong ellipticity
locally along any loading path of choice. In this regard, we define the following local coercivity (or stability)
constant:

β(F) = min||u||=||v||=1
Q(2)

(
u, v; F

)
, (62)

where

Q(2)
(
u, v; F

) = L(2)
i jkl(F

(2)
) u j ulvivk = F

(2)

j p F
(2)

lq
∂2W (2)

∂ Fip∂ Fkq
(F

(2)
) u j ulvivk (63)

with L(2)
i jkl(F

(2)
) = F

(2)

j p F
(2)

lq ∂2W (2)(F
(2)

)/∂ Fip∂ Fkq denoting the tangent modulus tensor of the fibers in the

deformed configuration evaluated at the uniform deformation gradient F
(2)

, which is determined by (55) and is
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ultimately a function of the macroscopic deformation F. Thus, if β(F) > 0, the fibers are locally strongly elliptic.
Whenever β(F) = 0 at some point along an arbitrary loading path, the fibers lose strong ellipticity. The search for
the set of macroscopic deformations F at which β(F) = 0 is addressed in Sect. 5.3.

5.2 Macroscopic instabilities

In macroscopic deformation regions where the fibers are strongly elliptic (with β(F) > 0)—and therefore the entire
fiber-reinforced solid is locally strongly elliptic—the effective stored-energy function W defined by (33) may still
lose strong ellipticity, signaling the development of macroscopic (or long wavelength) instabilities. The proof of this
remarkable result is due to Geymonat et al. [20], who also proved that the onset of such macroscopic instabilities
constitutes a rigorous upper bound to the onset of any other type of geometric instability with finite wavelength
(commonly referred to as microscopic instabilities).

Here, it is relevant to remark that for the type of fiber-reinforced materials of interest in this work, based on case
studies of unidirectional composites [20,33,34], the first instability to be encountered along an arbitrary loading
path is expected to be of long wavelength, at least for volume fractions of fibers that are not too small. Accordingly,
for materials with sufficiently large volume fraction of fibers, the loss of strong ellipticity of the homogenized
behavior defined by the Hamilton–Jacobi formulation (33) would be expected to indicate precisely the development
of first instabilities. For materials with very small volume fractions of fibers, on the other hand, the loss of strong
ellipticity of the homogenized response (33) may not signal the onset of the first instabilities (something else may
happen at an earlier stage of the loading path), but this condition is expected to provide, however, a useful upper
bound for them.

In analogy with the local coercivity constant (62), we then define the following macroscopic coercivity constant:

B(F) = min||u||=||v||=1
Q

(
u, v; F

)
, (64)

where

Q
(
u, v; F

) = Li jkl(F) u j ulvivk = F jp Flq
∂2W (F)

∂ Fip∂ Fkq
u j ulvivk (65)

and Li jkl(F) = F jp Flq∂2W (F)/∂ Fip∂ Fkq corresponds to the tangent modulus tensor of the fiber-reinforced solid
in the deformed configuration. According to (64), the fiber-reinforced solid is macroscopically stable if B(F) > 0.
Whenever B(F) = 0 at some point along an arbitrary loading path, macroscopic strong ellipticity is lost, signaling
the possible development of a long wavelength instability.

5.3 Onset-of-failure surface

Because both, the fiber stored-energy function W (2) and the effective stored-energy function W , linearize properly
in the limit of small deformations (F → I), we have that β(I) > 0 and B(I) > 0. However, as the deformation
progresses into the finite-deformation regime along an arbitrary loading path with starting point F = I, a point may
be reached at which

β(Fcr) = 0 or B(Fcr) = 0 (66)

for some critical Fcr and pair of critical vectors ucr and vcr. The set of all such critical values Fcr defines a hyper-
surface S in F-space delimiting stable from unstable regions for the material response. We refer to such a surface
as the onset-of-failure surface. Moreover, the critical pairs of orthogonal vectors ucr and vcr associated with Fcr,
describe the manner in which strong ellipticity is lost. In particular, ucr denotes the normal vector to surfaces (in
the deformed configuration) in which the fiber or the fiber-reinforced solid (depending on whether β(Fcr) = 0
or B(Fcr) = 0) softens drastically and therefore the deformation is prone to localize. Furthermore, the vector vcr

indicates the direction within such surfaces in which the fiber or the fiber-reinforced solid softens.
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In general, the computation of the onset-of-failure surface defined by condition (66) requires a tedious, but
straightforward, numerical scanning process. Essentially, at every deformation increment along the loading path
of choice, expressions (63) and (65) must be evaluated for all orthogonal unit vectors u and v to check whether
Q(2) and Q remain positive, or, on the contrary, there are values of u and v for which either Q(2) or Q vanish
and consequently condition (66) is satisfied. For certain special forms of the stored-energy functions W (2) and W ,
however, it is possible to write down explicit expressions for Fcr, ucr, and vcr at which the condition (66) is first
satisfied and therefore at which local fiber (if β(Fcr) = 0) or macroscopic (if B(Fcr) = 0) instabilities ensue. This
is indeed the case for the class of incompressible, transversely isotropic stored-energy functions that will be studied
in Sect. 6, where a first application of the theory is presented.

Before proceeding with the specialization of the critical condition (66) to the above-mentioned class of trans-
versely isotropic materials, it is important to record the following remark. In addition to the local failure characterized
by β(Fcr) = 0 and the macroscopic failure characterized by B(Fcr) = 0, there are other phenomena that can result
in failure of the fiber-reinforced solid. These include: (i) matrix cavitation and (ii) fiber debonding. Both of these
phenomena are local in nature and their study requires consequently knowledge of the local deformation and stress
fields in the matrix and the fibers, respectively, which can be conveniently accessed from the proposed formulation
(see Sect. 3.3.4). In this work, for brevity, we will restrict the analysis of failure to local fiber instabilities and
macroscopic instabilities, as determined by condition (66).

5.4 A class of transversely isotropic separable stored-energy functions

In the next section, we consider an application of the constitutive theory proposed in Sect. 3 in which the local
behavior of the fibers and the resulting macroscopic behavior of the fiber-reinforced solid are characterized by incom-
pressible, transversely isotropic stored-energy functions, with the same symmetry axis N, of the same separable
functional form:

W (F) = 
(I1, I4) = F(I1) + G(I4). (67)

Here, it is recalled (see Sect. 3.3.3) that I1 = F · F, I4 = FN · FN, and F : [3,∞) → [0,∞) and G : (0,∞) →
[0,∞) are twice-differentiable, convex functions of their arguments satisfying the standard linearization conditions
F(3) = F ′(3) = 0 and G(1) = G′(1) = 0, so that

F ′(I1) > 0, F ′′(I1) ≥ 0 ∀ I1 > 3, (68)

and

G′(I4) > 0 (< 0) ∀ I4 > 1 (< 1), G′′(I4) ≥ 0 ∀ I4 > 0, (69)

where the primes denote differentiation with respect to the appropriate argument (e.g., F ′(·) = dF(·)/dI1, F ′′(·) =
d2F(·)/dI 2

1 ). Physically, note that the function F characterizes the “soft” modes of deformation of this class of
transversely isotropic materials, while G measures the “hard” modes. For notational simplicity, note further that
expressions (67)–(69) have been written in generic form, in the sense that by adding the superscript (2), they refer
to the fibers and that by adding overbars, they refer to the fiber-reinforced solid.

The loss of strong ellipticity8 of the stored-energy function (67), as worked out next, can be computed in closed
form. This will allow to also write down in closed form the relevant specialization of the onset-of-failure condition
(66) in the next section. We begin by spelling out the condition of strong ellipticity for the stored-energy function
(67):

min||u||=||v||=1
u·v=0

Q (u, v; F) > 0, (70)

8 In an earlier effort, Merodio and Ogden [44] have studied the loss of strong ellipticity of stored-energy functions of the form (67) in
the special case of plane-strain conditions, with the fiber direction lying in the plane of deformation.
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where

Q(u, v; F) = 4F ′′(I1)
(
u∗ · v∗)2 + 2F ′(I1)

[
u∗ · u∗ − (N · u∗)2

]

+ 2
(
N · u∗)2

[
F ′(I1) + G′(I4) + 2G′′(I4)

(
N · v∗)2

]
(71)

with u∗ = F T u and v∗ = F T v, and it is emphasized that the unit vectors u and v in (70) satisfy the incom-
pressibility constraint u · v = 0. Given the inequalities (68), (69), (u∗ · v∗)2 ≥ 0, u∗ · u∗ > 0, (N · u∗)2 ≥ 0,
u∗ · u∗ − (N · u∗)2 ≥ 0, and (N · v∗)2 ≥ 0, it is then a simple matter to conclude that: along an arbitrary loading
path with starting point F = I, condition (64) is first violated (i.e., Q = 0) at critical deformation gradients Fcr

that are solution of the invariant equation

F ′(I cr
1 ) + G′(I cr

4 ) = 0, (72)

where I cr
1 = Fcr · Fcr and I cr

4 = FcrN · FcrN. Moreover, the associated critical vectors are given by

ucr =
∥∥∥F −T

cr N
∥∥∥

−1
F −T

cr N (73)

and

vcr =
∥∥∥(FcrN) ×

(
F −T

cr N
)∥∥∥

−1
(FcrN) ×

(
F −T

cr N
)

. (74)

A few theoretical and practical remarks regarding this result are in order:

– If the functions F and G are such that there is no pair of real numbers (I cr
1 , I cr

4 ) in the physically admissible
intervals, I cr

1 ∈ [I cr
4 +2/

√
I cr
4 ,∞) and I cr

4 ∈ (0,∞), that satisfy the nonlinear algebraic equation (72), then loss
of strong ellipticity does not occur. In the event that loss of strong ellipticity does occur, the set of points that
first satisfy condition (72) along an arbitrary loading path with starting point (I1, I4) = (3, 1) defines a “failure
curve” C(I1, I4) = 0 in (I1, I4)–space.

– Loss of strong ellipticity may only occur when the deformation in the “fiber” direction N, as measured by
I4, reaches a sufficiently large compressive value, since (in view of the inequalities (68) and (69)) only for
deformations Fcr with I cr

4 ≤ 1 Eq. 72 admits physical solutions.
– The vector (73) defining the orientation of weak surfaces where the deformation may localize is seen to corre-

spond to the image in the deformed configuration of the initial “fiber” direction N when treated not as a material
line element, but as the normal to a material surface. Moreover, the vector (74) is perpendicular to the direction
of the “fibers” in the deformed configuration, n = FcrN, and, of course, also perpendicular to (73), as a result
of the macroscopic incompressibility constraint.

– Physically, it is important to recognize that the function G′ measures the “hard” mode of deformation of the trans-
versely isotropic material, whereas the function F ′ measures the “soft” mode. Thus, condition (72) states rather
interestingly that transversely isotropic materials (characterized by stored-energy functions of the form (67))
may develop instabilities whenever the compressive deformation in the “fiber” direction N, as measured by I4,
reaches a certain critical value determined by the ratio of “hard”-to-“soft” modes of deformation G′(I4)/F ′(I1).

6 Application to Neo-Hookean solids reinforced with anisotropic fibers

As a first effort to derive constitutive models for fiber-reinforced hyperelastic solids via the Hamilton–Jacobi formu-
lation (33), we consider the physically relevant case of material systems made up of an incompressible Neo-Hookean
solid with stored-energy function

W (1)(F) = 
(1)(I1) = μ(1)

2
(I1 − 3) (75)
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reinforced by a random and transversely isotropic distribution of transversely isotropic fibers with incompressible
stored-energy function

W (2)(F) = 
(2)(I1, I4) = μ
(2)
n

2
(I1 − 3) + g(2)(I4). (76)

Here, the positive material parameters μ(1) and μ
(2)
n denote, respectively, the shear modulus of the (isotropic)

matrix phase and the longitudinal shear modulus of the (transversely isotropic) fibers in the ground state. Moreover,
g(2) : (0,∞) → [0,∞) is a twice-differentiable convex function that satisfies the typical undeformed-configuration
conditions:

g(2)(1) = dg(2)

dI4
(1) = 0,

d2g(2)

dI 2
4

(1) = 3

4

(
μ(2)

a − μ(2)
n

)
, (77)

where the positive material constant μ
(2)
a ≥ μ

(2)
n corresponds to the axisymmetric shear modulus of the fibers in

the ground state. An example of the form (76) which has been recently proposed in the literature [9] (to model, for
instance, collagen fibers) is


(2)(I1, I4) = μ
(2)
n

2
(I1 − 3) − 3(μ

(2)
a − μ

(2)
n )

8
Jm ln

[
1 − (I4 − 1)2

Jm

]
, (78)

where the parameter Jm serves to measure the limiting chain extensibility of the fibers, i.e., the fibers lock up at
I4 = √

Jm + 1. Note that in the limit as Jm → ∞, expression (78) reduces to the standard reinforcing model


(2)(I1, I4) = μ
(2)
n

2
(I1 − 3) + 3(μ

(2)
a − μ

(2)
n )

8
(I4 − 1)2. (79)

Given (75) and (76), together with the help of the non-dimensional stored-energy function


̂(I 1, I 2, I 4, I 5, c0) = 1

μ(1)

(I 1, I 2, I 4, I 5, c0) − 1

2
(I 1 − 3), (80)

the relevant Hamilton–Jacobi equation (48) can be shown (see Appendix C) to specialize simply to

c0
∂
̂

∂c0
− 
̂ −

(
I 1 − I 4 − 2√

I 4

)(
∂
̂

∂ I 1

)2

− h22

(
∂
̂

∂ I 2

)2

− h55

(
∂
̂

∂ I 5

)2

− h12
∂
̂

∂ I 1

∂
̂

∂ I 2
− h15

∂
̂

∂ I 1

∂
̂

∂ I 5

−h25
∂
̂

∂ I 2

∂
̂

∂ I 5
= 0, (81)

subject to the initial condition


̂(I 1, I 2, I 4, I 5, 1) = 1

2

(
μ(2)

μ(1)
− 1

) (
I 1 − 3

) + 1

μ(1)
g(2)(I 4). (82)

The coefficients hi j in (81) are functions of the invariants I 1, I 2, I 4, and I 5. However, because the coefficient
multiplying ∂
̂/∂ I 1 in (81) and the initial condition (82) depend on I 1 and I 4 only, it follows that the solution 
̂ is
independent of I 2 and I 5, the derivatives ∂
̂/∂ I 2 and ∂
̂/∂ I 5 are zero, and the coefficients hi j are thus irrelevant.
The simplified differential equation for 
̂ admits a closed-form solution that ultimately leads to


(I 1, I 4, c0) = μ̃

2

(
I 1 − 3

) + μn − μ̃

2

(√
I 4 + 2

) (√
I 4 − 1

)2

√
I 4

+ c0g(2)(I 4), (83)

where

μn = (1 − c0)μ
(1) + c0μ

(2)
n (84)

and
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μ̃ = (1 − c0)μ
(1) + (1 + c0)μ

(2)
n

(1 + c0)μ(1) + (1 − c0)μ
(2)
n

μ(1). (85)

Expression (83) constitutes an exact stored-energy function for the macroscopic response of Neo-Hookean solids
(75) reinforced by a random and transversely isotropic distribution of anisotropic fibers of the form (76) with volume
fraction c0.

Below are a few theoretical and practical remarks regarding the above-derived result:

(i) In the limit of small deformations as F → I (so that I 1 → 3 and I 4 → 1), the stored-energy function (83)
reduces to


 = μ̃p + μ̃n

2

(
trε2 − 3

2
(N · εN)2

)
+ μ̃a

3

2
(N · εN)2 + O

(
||F − I||3

)
, (86)

where ε = (F + F
T − 2I)/2 is the infinitesimal strain tensor, and

μ̃p = μ̃n = μ̃, and μ̃a = (1 − c0)μ
(1) + c0μ

(2)
a (87)

are, respectively, the three shear moduli that characterize the transverse, longitudinal, and axisymmetric shear
response of the (incompressible, transversely isotropic) fiber-reinforced material in the ground state. Note that
the transverse and longitudinal shear moduli, as given by expressions (87)1 and (85), are identical to each other
and agree exactly with the Hashin–Shtrikman (HS) optimal lower bound for the transverse and longitudinal
shear moduli of transversely isotropic materials with linearly elastic incompressible constituents (see, e.g.,
[45]). On the other hand, the axisymmetric shear modulus, as given by expression (87)2, is seen to be nothing
more than the Voigt optimal upper bound (see, e.g., [45]). In the further limit of dilute concentrations of fibers
(c0 → 0), the result (86) reduces to the relevant Eshelby solution for the problem of a single fiber of circular
cross-section embedded in an infinite matrix.

(ii) In the finite-deformation regime, expression (83) is seen to be bounded from above (recall that I 1 ≥ I 4 +
2/

√
I 4) by the rigorous Voigt upper bound:


V = μn

2
(I 1 − 3) + c0g(2)(I 4). (88)

Note that (88), which is the only known non-trivial bound for the type of fiber-reinforced materials of interest
in this work, depends on the microstructure only through the volume fraction of the fibers c0. In general, the
stored-energy function (88) is expected to be too stiff. However, as already mentioned, for the special case of
axisymmetric shear loading aligned with the fibers, i.e., I 1 = I 4 + 2/

√
I 4, the Voigt bound is an exact result

(see the work [41] for a general discussion on uniform-field exact solutions in fiber-reinforced hyperelastic
solids) to which the realizable stored-energy function (82) reduces, of course.

(iii) The effective stored-energy function (83) depends only on the invariants I 1, I 4, and not on I 2, I 5. Furthermore
its functional structure is separable like that of the underlying fibers (76), namely,


 = F(I 1) + G(I 4), (89)

where

F(I 1) = μ̃

2

(
I 1 − 3

)
(90)

and

G(I 4) = μn − μ̃

2

(√
I 4 + 2

) (√
I 4 − 1

)2

√
I 4

+ c0g(2)(I 4) (91)

are convex functions of their arguments. From a physical point of view, note that the parameter μ̃ in (90)
characterizes the matrix-dominated (“soft”) modes of deformation of the fiber-reinforced material, while the
parameter μn and the function g(2) in (91) characterize the fiber-dominated (“hard”) modes, and that these
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“soft” and “hard” modes are uncoupled. In passing, it is relevant to emphasize that for the more general case
of matrix constituents that are not Neo-Hookean, the homogenized response defined by (48) can be shown to
depend on all the invariants I 1, I 2, I 4, and I 5 (irrespectively of the constitutive behavior of the fibers) and
not to be of the separable form 
 = Fiso(I 1, I 2) + Gfib(I 4, I 5), as often assumed in the literature (see, e.g.,
[9] and references therein) on a purely phenomenological basis.

(iv) When the fibers are taken to be simply Neo-Hookean (i.e., g(2) = 0), the stored-energy function (83) reduces
identically to the estimate recently proposed by deBotton et al. [12]. The reason for this agreement hinges
upon the fact that these authors constructed their model under the main simplifying assumption that the trans-
verse, longitudinal, and axisymmetric modes of deformation are uncoupled, which according to the exact
Hamilton–Jacobi formulation (83) happens to be the case when both the matrix and fibers are Neo-Hookean.

(v) While exact for a specific microstructure with fibers of polydisperse sizes, we conjecture that (83) is actually
a rigorous lower bound for the effective stored-energy functions of Neo-Hookean solids (75) reinforced by
a transversely isotropic distribution of anisotropic fibers with stored-energy function (76), at least before the
onset of any instability. This conjecture is primarily based on the observation that, for any applied macroscopic
loading F, the fibers undergo locally a uniform deformation; such class of deformations is usually associated
with the softest possible response of stiff materials (e.g., [46]). Note that remark i above directly supports that
the stored-energy function (83) indeed constitutes a lower bound.

(vi) By construction, the stored-energy function (83) is expected to be reasonably accurate for the macroscopic
response of Neo-Hookean solids reinforced by a transversely isotropic distribution of circular fibers with a
very wide distribution of diameters for the entire range of volume fractions c0 ∈ [0, 1]. More specifically, for
matrix-dominated modes of deformation (e.g., transverse and longitudinal shear) the result (83) is expected
to be accurate but somewhat soft, in view of its conjectured status of lower bound (see, e.g., [47] for compar-
isons with full-field simulations for Neo-Hookean solids reinforced by a random and transversely isotropic
distribution of monodisperse circular fibers under transverse shear deformations). For fiber-dominated modes
of deformation (e.g., axisymmetric shear), on the other hand, the result (83) is expected to be very accu-
rate, in accordance with the microstructure-independent Voigt bound (88) which, again, is exact for aligned
axisymmetric shear loading conditions.

6.1 Onset of instabilities

Next, we study in detail the development of instabilities in fiber-reinforced solids characterized by the stored-energy
function (83) under completely general loading conditions, in light of the general discussion of Sect. 5.

After direct substitution of expressions (76) and (83) in the onset-of-failure condition (66), with the help of rela-
tion (60) and condition (72), it is a simple matter to deduce that: along an arbitrary loading path with starting point
F = I, the stored-energy function (83) first becomes unstable at critical deformations Fcr with I

cr
4 = FcrN · FcrN

that satisfy

μ
(2)
n

2
+ dg(2)

dI 4
(I

cr
4 ) = 0 or I

cr
4 =

[
1 + 2c0

μn

dg(2)

dI 4
(I

cr
4 )

]−2/3 (
1 − μ̃

μn

)2/3

. (92)

Moreover, the associated critical vectors ucr and vcr that describe how the material loses strong ellipticity at Fcr are
given by expressions (73) and (74). Here, it is recalled that μn and μ̃ are given, respectively, by expressions (84)
and (85) in terms of the shear moduli μ(1) and μ

(2)
n of the matrix and fiber phases, and of the volume fraction of

fibers c0.
In a physical sense, as already pointed out in the more general context of Sect. 5, if condition (92)1 is satisfied,

the fibers fail locally. On the other hand, if condition (92)2 is met, then a macroscopic instability may develop.
Note that the onset of instabilities occur only when the deformation along the fiber direction, as measured by the
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invariant I 4, is of a sufficiently large compressive9 value I 4 = I
cr
4 ≤ 1 determined by certain ratios between the

hard and soft modes of deformation. Indeed, as already described in remark i i i above, the parameters μ
(2)
n and μ̃

characterize, respectively, the soft modes of deformation of the fibers and of the fiber-reinforced material, while
dg(2)/dI 4 and μn characterize their hard modes. From a computational point of view, it is also worth remarking
that the nonlinear algebraic equations (92)1 and (92)2 cannot be solved explicitly for I

cr
4 in general. For the special

case when the fibers are taken to be Neo-Hookean (i.e., g(2) = 0), however, (92)1 is clearly never satisfied since
μ

(2)
n > 0 and equation (92)2 leads to

I
cr
4 =

(
1 − μ̃

μn

)2/3

. (93)

This explicit result shows particulary well that the onset of instabilities is indeed controlled by the ratio of hard-to-soft
modes of deformation (given here by μ̃/μn).

6.2 The case of nearly rigid fibers

Criterion (92) applies to general heterogeneity contrast between the matrix and the fibers. In practice, however,
actual fibers in reinforced soft materials are usually several orders of magnitude stiffer than the matrix phase. In
this regard, it is convenient to spell out the specialization of the above result in the limit as the fibers are taken to be
rigid. To this end, we begin by recognizing that the stored-energy function (76) characterizing the behavior of the
fibers admits the following asymptotic representation


(2)(I1, I4) = μ
(2)
n

2
(I1 − 3) + 1

2

dg(2)

dI4
(1) (I4 − 1)2 + O

(
(I4 − 1)3

)
, (94)

where

dg(2)

dI4
(1) = 3

4

(
μ(2)

a − μ(2)
n

)
, (95)

and subsequently define the parameters

δ = μ(1)

μ
(2)
a

and δ f = μ
(2)
n

μ
(2)
a

, (96)

which serve to measure, respectively, the heterogeneity contrast between the matrix and the fibers (in the fiber
direction), and the fiber anisotropy.

Fixing now the values of δ f , μ(1), and c0, it is a simple to matter to show that the failure criterion (92) for the
critical invariant I

cr
4 at which the fiber-reinforced material becomes unstable reduces asymptotically to

δ f μ
(1) + 2δ

dg(2)

dI
cr
4

(I
cr
4 ) = 0 or I

cr
4 = 1 − 2(1 + c0)

3c0(1 − c0)
δ + O(δ2) (97)

in the limit as δ → 0, namely, in the limit as the fibers are made infinitely stiff in the fiber direction with respect to
the matrix. Of course, for the case of exactly rigid fibers (δ = 0), the fiber-reinforced material is already unstable
at I

cr
4 = 1, as readily deduced from the macroscopic condition (97)2. To first order in δ, it is also plain that the

macroscopic condition (97)2, and not the local fiber condition (97)1, is the failure condition that will be satisfied
first, except in the limiting cases when c0 = 0 and c0 = 1. In this regard, it is interesting to notice that, to first order
in δ, the critical invariant I

cr
4 determined by (97)2 does not depend on the longitudinal shear modulus μ

(2)
n . That

is, in the case of very stiff fibers in the fiber direction (μ(2)
a 	 1), the onset of macroscopic instabilities is entirely

independent of the longitudinal (and transverse) stiffness of the fibers, and the only heterogeneity parameter that
matters is the stiffness contrast in the fiber direction between the fibers and the matrix.

9 Recall that dg(2)(I
cr
4 )/dI 4 > 0(< 0) for I

cr
4 > 1(< 1) and μn ≥ μ̃ > 0, so that I

cr
4 in (92) is necessarily less than or equal to 1.
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7 Final remarks

We have proposed a novel homogenization-based constitutive theory for fiber-reinforced hyperelastic solids with
random microstructures. The theory incorporates microstructural information in the form of one- and two-point
probabilities, and is general enough to allow for any matrix and fiber stored-energy functions, and completely gen-
eral loading conditions. Moreover, it has the distinguishing virtue of being realizable, in the sense that it reproduces
exactly the behavior of material systems with a certain class of microgeometries. Consequently, the resulting effec-
tive stored-energy function is guaranteed to be objective, to satisfy all pertinent bounds, to linearize properly, to be
exact to second order in the heterogeneity contrast, and to comply with any macroscopic constraints imposed by
microscopic constraints, such as the strongly nonlinear constraint of incompressibility. The proposed formulation
also grants access to information on the distribution of the local fields within each phase, which is required to
characterize the evolution of microstructure and the onset of instabilities. With the possible exception of the “linear
comparison” theory [31], none of the existing constitutive theories for fiber-reinforced hyperelastic solids exhibits
such degree of generality and satisfies the above theoretical requirements simultaneously.

From a computational point of view, the proposed macroscopic stored-energy functions are solution to a non-
linear Hamilton–Jacobi equation, viz. Eq. 33, with the fiber concentration and macroscopic deformation gradient
playing the role of “time” and “space”, respectively. In general, the underlying Hamiltonians, viz. Eq. 34, may not
admit closed-form representations, in which case the Hamilton–Jacobi equation may have to be solved numerically.
Fortunately, a substantial body of literature exists on efficient techniques for solving Hamilton–Jacobi equations,
especially on the method of characteristics (see, e.g., [37]), due to the prominent role of this type of equations in
physics. In addition, approximate solutions that are computationally efficient may result from the use of variational
formulations of Hamilton–Jacobi equations; see, for instance, [48, Chaps. III and IV].

As a first application, the theory was used to generate results for a physically relevant class of material sys-
tems consisting of a Neo-Hookean matrix reinforced with anisotropic fibers. A closed-form effective stored-energy
function was obtained for general three-dimensional loading conditions, namely expression (83). In addition, an
analytical expression (92) for the associated onset-of-failure surface was provided. This surface accounts for two
failure mechanisms: local fiber instabilities and macroscopic, or long wavelength, instabilities. However, other
local mechanisms that are precursors of failure can also be incorporated to the proposed formulation. Two nota-
ble examples are fiber debonding and matrix cavitation. Failure surfaces that account for all these mechanisms
simultaneously are of great practical importance and efforts to determine them are currently under way.

We conclude this work by mentioning that a similar strategy has been used to develop a constitutive theory for
more general two-phase material systems, such as particle-reinforced and porous solids, which will be reported in
a forthcoming publication [42].

Appendix A: Hamiltonian for infinitesimal deformations

In this appendix we compute the specialization of the Hamiltonian (34) in the limit as F → I. We begin by recall-
ing that in the limit of small deformations, the local and effective stored-energy functions take, respectively, the
asymptotic forms (1) and (37). It then follows that the leading order term of the optimality condition with respect
to ω in (34) is simply
[
L(2)

0 ε − L̃0(ε + ω ⊗ ξ)
]
ξ = 0, (98)

which can be solved explicitly to render

ω ⊗ ξ = Q(ξ)�L̃ε. (99)

Here, �L̃0 ≡ L̃0 − L(1)
0 and Q(ξ) is a fourth-order tensor with components Qi jkl = K −1

ik ξ jξl , Kik = L(1)
0 i jklξ jξl .

The Hamiltonian (34) is then seen to be given by
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H

(
F, W ,

∂W

∂F

)
= 1

2
ε · [�L̃ + �L̃P�L̃]

ε + O
(
||F − I||3

)
, (100)

where P is the microstructural tensor defined as

P = 〈Q〉 =
∫

|ξ |=1

Q(ξ)ν(ξ)dξ . (101)

Appendix B: Hamiltonian for incompressible transversely isotropic solids under axisymmetric loading

Under aligned axisymmetric isochoric loadings (i.e., I 1 = I 4 +2/
√

I 4, I 2 = 2
√

I 4 +1/I 4, I 3 = 1, and I 5 = I
2
4 ),

the macroscopic deformation gradient and stress tensors admit the representations

F = λN N ⊗ N + λ
−1/2
N

(
ξ ⊗ ξ + ξ⊥ ⊗ ξ⊥)

, (102)

S = SN N ⊗ N + S p

(
ξ ⊗ ξ + ξ⊥ ⊗ ξ⊥)

, (103)

where SN and S p denote the axial and in-plane stresses, and λN ≡
√

I 4 > 0 denotes the axisymmetric stretch.
Macroscopic incompressibility requires that the optimal ω in the Hamiltonian (34) be of the form (43); in view of
(102) we can write

ω ⊗ ξ = ωN λN N ⊗ ξ + ω⊥λ
−1/2
N ξ⊥ ⊗ ξ . (104)

It is evident that the scalar product between the tensors (103) and (104) is zero. Thus, the Hamiltonian (34) reduces
to

H = 
 − min
ωN , ω⊥

〈

(1)

(
I (1)
1 , I (1)

2 , I (1)
4 , I (1)

5

)〉
, (105)

where the I (1)
α ’s denote the transversely isotropic incompressible invariants associated with the tensor (F +ω ⊗ ξ):

I (1)
1 = [2 + λ

3
N (1 + ω2

N ) + ω2⊥]/λN , I (1)
2 = λ

−2
N + λN (2 + ω2

N + ω2⊥), I (1)
4 = λ

2
N , I (1)

5 = λ
4
N (1 + ω2

N ). (106)

These invariants are all monotonically increasing functions of ωN and ω⊥. Now, commonly used energies 
(1)

are convex functions of the four invariants (106). In that case, the minimum in (105) is attained at ωN = ω⊥ = 0,
and the Hamiltonian reduces to

H = 
 − 
(1)(I 1, I 2, I 4, I 5), (107)

where the I α’s denote the four transversely isotropic incompressible invariants of C = F
T

F.

Appendix C: Hamiltonian for fiber-reinforced Neo-Hookean solids

Macroscopic incompressibility requires that the optimal vector ω be the form (43). Optimizing with respect to the
components ωN (ξ) and ω⊥(ξ) leads to a system of two linear equations:

∂


∂F
· (FN ⊗ ξ) − μ(1)

(
F + ω ⊗ ξ

) · (FN ⊗ ξ) = 0, (108)

∂


∂F
· (Fξ⊥ ⊗ ξ) − μ(1)

(
F + ω ⊗ ξ

) · (Fξ⊥ ⊗ ξ) = 0. (109)

The solution to these equations can be conveniently written in terms of the non-dimensional function


̂ ≡ 


μ(1)
− 1

2
(I 1 − 3) (110)

as
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ω ⊗ ξ = M(F, ξ)
∂
̂

∂F
. (111)

In this expression, M(F, ξ) is a fourth-order tensor with major symmetry, given by

M(F, ξ) = 1

sin2 α
[uN ⊗ uN + u⊥ ⊗ u⊥ − cos α (uN ⊗ u⊥ + u⊥ ⊗ uN )] , (112)

where

uN = FN ⊗ ξ

||FN ⊗ ξ || , u⊥ = Fξ⊥ ⊗ ξ

||Fξ⊥ ⊗ ξ || , cos α = uN · u⊥. (113)

It is easy to show that the tensor M satisfies the identity MM = M. Making use of this identity, it is then easy
to show that the Hamiltonian (34) takes the form

H = 
̂ + 1

2

∂
̂

∂F
· 〈M〉∂
̂

∂F
. (114)

where the tensor

〈M〉 = 1

2π

∫

|ξ |=1

M(F, ξ) dξ (115)

is a function of the four transversely isotropic incompressible invariants of C = F
T

F.
To carry out the integrals in (115), it is simplest to express the integrand in terms of a macroscopic deformation

gradient of the form

Fi j =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1√
F33

0 0

F21
1√
F33

0

F31 F32 F33

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(116)

in a coordinate system ei (i = 1, 2, 3) with e3 ≡ N. That F can be restricted to be of this form follows from the
overall transversely isotropic symmetry of the problem [49]. The four invariants I 1, I 2, I 4, I 5 are related to the
four independent components in (116) as follows:

I 1 = F
2
33 + 2

F33
+ F

2
21 + F

2
31 + F

2
32, I 2 = 1

F
2
33

+ F
2
31 + F

2
32

F33
− 2F21 F31 F32√

F33

+ 2F33 + F
2
21(F

2
32 + F

2
33),

I 4 = F
2
33, I 5 = F

2
33

(
F

2
31 + F

2
32 + F

2
33

)
. (117)

Upon integrating (115) with (116), and making use of relations (117) to express the result in terms of the invariants,
we obtain

H = 
̂ +
(

I 1 − I 4 − 2√
I 4

)(
∂
̂

∂ I 1

)2

+ h22

(
∂
̂

∂ I 2

)2

+ h55

(
∂
̂

∂ I 5

)2

+ h12
∂
̂

∂ I 1

∂
̂

∂ I 2
+ h15

∂
̂

∂ I 1

∂
̂

∂ I 5

+h25
∂
̂

∂ I 2

∂
̂

∂ I 5
, (118)

where the coefficients hi j are involved functions of the invariants, which, as explained in the main body of the text,
turn out to be irrelevant to the problem at hand and are therefore omitted.
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